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Abstract 

Corporate Identity became the most important way, how to singularize company and make it look different. Because of that customers can 
easier remember their favourite firms. Despite of this development is very popular, to create eye-catching identity and logotype, designer 
should have knowledge about colours, proportions, composition and one of the useful skill is – to interview the customer and get the main 
idea of what he/she wants to see in the final work. Recognizable regardless of culture or language, symbols enable companies to cross 
language barriers, compete globally, and maintain brand consistency across a wide range of media [1]. 
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1 Introduction 

The main aim of this work was – to make special, unique 
design for security firm „INIGA”. This company secure 
build , houses and almost all what customers need to protect. 
There was  tasks what author should do – 

1) Learn about logotype meaning; 
2) How to create good Corporate Identity; 
3) Analysing opponents logo; 
4) Learn more about why company needs their own 

Corporate Identity; 
5) Make interview with customer; 
6) Create logotype and Corporate Identity for the 

security firm „INIGA”. 

2 Decision 

First step in creating logotype was to analyse other security 
companies logos and learn more information about logotype 
itself and how to create good, eye-catching corporal identity. 
After analysing other companies logo, author have noticed, 
that almost all security firms are using shield form or 
stylized eye. And that is correct because almost all people 
when they see shield , it associate with defence and safety. 
Or if they see eye – it means that someone is watching them. 
Author have make a decision to use both of these form and 
add some more details. In the end, authors logotype for the 
security firm consist of main shield form. Inside it – there is 
lock were you can see stylized eye. 

 
FIGURE 1 Iniga’s Logotype 

When time came to create whole Corporate Identity, 
author looked over a lot of them to catch some ideas and 
make my identity unique. In the end of small research, 
author have made corporate documents in white colour. To 
make them look different, added 2 straights lines (blue-
violet colour, and sky-blue colour). All documents have 
logo and contact information about security firm „INIGA”. 

 
FIGURE 2 Iniga’s Corporate Identity Documents 

Author next task was to design some souvenirs. One of 
the most useful souvenirs is notebook with pen. This two 
has logo and lines. Company can gift them to the customers 
or make notes by their own. Next was a cup. There are 2 
colours – white and black. Also in these colours there are 
two caps. It could be also present to the customers or to their 
workers. Because they both are in same colours – they will 
combine. Also there was created some of clothes – T-shirt 
and jacket to company workers. Wearing this 2 peace of 
corporate identity– will definitely point out workers from 
another people. Also they can wear a cap for the head 
protection – black cap on winter from the cold, white cap on 
summer from the hot sun because white will reflect a stream 
of light. Next are 2 kinds of stickers. First is with what you 
can mark the protection object. Second one, you can just 
stick on the computer, or somewhere else, where people 
want. Not less important is car design. Car has a logo and 
lines, but their are not straights anymore.  

There are distorting to create more attention around the car. 
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FIGURE 3 Iniga’s Corporate Identity Souvenirs 

3 Conclusion 

In the end of work, author have analyzed other companies 
logo, learned more about logotype and corporate identity 
designs, author have interviewed customer about their wills 
and tried to make logo and identity based on customers will 
and also on my own knowledge. In conclusion, there was 
created the whole Corporate Identity, which will attract 
more attention and will allocate workers of the security firm 
„INIGA” from another people. 
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